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Zinc finger proteins are abundant in the human proteome and are involved in various functions. Given the biological importance 

of zinc finger proteins, many artificial zinc finger proteins have been created to improve their function and biological applications. 

Here, we review previous studies on the redesign and application of artificial zinc finger proteins, focusing on our experimental 

results. We also discuss the potential biological applications of artificial zinc finger proteins. This review will provide relevant 

information to researchers working in or interested in the field of engineered zinc finger proteins, which may provide new therapeutic 

approaches to various diseases. 
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1.Introduction 

 

 Zinc finger (ZF) proteins are DNA-binding 

motifs present in the DNA-binding domains of many 

transcription factors. Genome analysis of humans and 

mice has revealed that approximately 10% of proteins 

encoding genetic information in the whole genome 

sequence contain ZF motifs, which are universal.1) In 

recent years, artificially designed ZF proteins have also 

attracted attention as a new biological tool, including for 

gene editing. Each ZF motif consists of approximately 

30 amino acids, which are classified as Cys2His2, 

Cys3His, Cys4, and Cys6, according to the amino acid 

residues (ligands) coordinating to the Zn(II). Among 

them, the Cys2His2-type ZF is a typical structural 

motif.2) The two Cys and two His residues coordinate 

with the Zn(II) in a tetrahedral manner, forming a 

secondary structure with an inverted parallel β-sheet at 

the amino group end and α-helix (recognition helix) at 

the carboxyl group end. In addition, the secondary 

structural components are compactly folded to form a 

typical spherical motif (ββα structure), which endows 

the structure with DNA-binding ability (Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1. Schematic structure of single Cys2His2-type zinc 

finger domain displaying ββα fold. 
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DNA recognition by Cys2His2-type ZFs exhibits 

the following characteristics: (1) one finger unit 

recognizes three to four bases (triplet or quadruplet); (2) 

multiple fingers are typically connected in series via a 

linker to form a tandem sequence and selectively bind to 

contiguous DNA sequences; (3) DNA binding with a ZF 

monomer fashion is possible; (4) asymmetric sequences 

are recognized. 3) ,4) The unique structure and 

DNA-binding recognition ability of ZF proteins are 

useful for designing artificial ZF proteins with novel 

functions and are considered an extremely attractive 

framework for artificial protein design.4) Our research 

has focused on designing functional artificial proteins 

using ZF motifs. Here, we describe our and other 

previous studies on artificial ZFs and the prospects for 

future research. 

 

2.Modification of DNA Recognition Ability 

of ZFs by Domain Exchange 

 

The binding of ZFs to DNA is generally achieved 

through the interaction of the α-helix region with the 

major groove of DNA. In the Cys2His2-type ZF, the 

amino acid residues 1, 2, 3, and 6 at the N-terminus on 

the α-helix interact with DNA bases to selectively 

recognize specific DNA sequences.5) Mutation of amino 

acid residues directly involved in sequence-selective 

DNA binding is an effective approach to modify the 

DNA recognition mode of wild-type ZF. One of the 

most effective methods is the phage display method, in 

which a ZF library is constructed by randomizing amino 

acid residues involved in DNA recognition, after which 

ZF proteins that can bind to the target DNA sequence 

are selected.6) Barbas et al. successfully constructed a 

ZF domain library using a phage display that can 

accommodate approximately 75% of the 64 sequences 

that combine all triplet sequences, enabling 

customization of the artificial ZF proteins that can 

accommodate the recognition of most DNA sequences.7) 

The Sp1 ZF binds to the GC sequence; however, 

in the case of the CF2-II ZF, it binds selectively to the 

AT sequence. First, circular dichroism spectra were 

measured to investigate the secondary structure of 

Sp1HM, which showed a negative Cotton effect around 

λ= 206 and 222 nm and almost the identical spectra as 

wild-type Sp1, indicating that the ββα structure is 

retained in Sp1HM as in the wild-type. Next, the 

DNA-binding behavior was examined using a gel shift 

assay. The results showed that Sp1HM bound to DNA 

containing AT sequences at Kd = 1.3 nM but did not bind 

to DNA containing GC sequences, which are the binding 

sequences of wild-type Sp1. These results indicate that 

the redesigned Sp1HM binds to AT sequences with high 

affinity and selectivity, with successful modification 

achieved by domain exchange. 

Next, we investigated the effect of exchanging the 

β-hairpin sites of two different types of ZF proteins on 

the DNA-binding ability. As described above, the 

α-helix portion is involved in DNA recognition of ZF 

proteins by directly binding to the major groove of DNA. 

Therefore, it is thought that the β-hairpin portion is only 

involved in tertiary structure formation and is not 

directly involved in DNA binding. Therefore, 

modification of the β-hairpin portion when redesigning 

ZFs has not been widely examined. Thus, we focused on 

the β-hairpin portion of the Sp1 ZF and GLI ZF and 

created mutants in which the β-hairpin portion was 

replaced to investigate the role of the β-hairpin portion 

in ZF DNA binding.8) Interestingly, binding to the GC 

box was stronger in Sp1(zf23)BG, a mutant of Sp1 with 

the β-hairpin portion of GLI, than in the ZF of wild-type 

Sp1. In contrast, the GLI mutant GLI(zf45)BS, which 

contained the β-hairpin portion of Sp1, completely lost 

its binding affinity to DNA. Therefore, the β-hairpin 

portion of the ZF may play a major role in DNA binding, 

and it is possible to change the DNA affinity and 

sequence selectivity of ZF proteins by rational redesign 

using domain exchange to design functional artificial ZF 

proteins. 
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3.Redesign of Linker Site of ZFs 

 

ZF proteins are typically connected in a tandem 

manner using a linker consisting of the five amino acids 

“TGEK(R)P” with two to three conserved finger 

domains, thereby allowing sequence-selective binding to 

contiguous DNA sequences. 

In general, a ZF protein must recognize and bind 

to more than 18 bases to locate one specific site in the 

vast genome sequence. We attempted to expand the 

DNA base recognition region of ZF proteins by linking 

the ZF domains of Sp1 (Sp1ZF3).9) Two or three units of 

Sp1ZF3 were linked using the conserved linker 

“TGEKP” to produce the multi-ZF proteins Sp1ZF6 and 

Sp1ZF9 containing six and nine ZF motifs, respectively 

(Fig. 2). As mentioned above, Sp1ZF3 binds to nine 

base pairs enriched in GC bases, known as GC boxes. 

The DNA-binding behavior of Sp1ZF6 and Sp1ZF9 was 

examined in a gel shift assay, which confirmed that 

Sp1ZF6 and Sp1ZF9 selectively bind to 18 and 27 base 

pairs, corresponding to 2 and 3 GC boxes, respectively. 

Therefore, multi-fingered by tandem-like binding of ZF 

units with conserved linkers can bind to longer DNA 

sequences, indicating that redesigning linker sites 

effectively extends the contiguous DNA recognition 

region of ZFs. 

 

Next, artificial ZF proteins that can recognize 

discontinuous DNA sequences were redesigned by 

connecting Sp1ZF3 to each other with a longer and 

more flexible glycine linker.10) Sp1ZF6(Gly)7 and 

Sp1ZF6(Gly)10 with 7 and 10 glycine residues, 

respectively, were created, and their binding behavior to 

discontinuous DNA sequences was examined (Fig. 3). 

The results showed that these 6-ZF proteins could bind 

to two target sequences, “2GC(10),” which are 10 base 

pairs apart, corresponding to one helical turn of DNA. 

Furthermore, the 6-ZF protein induced a curvature 

between two target DNA sequences by binding to DNA, 

and the magnitude of the distortion was larger for 

Sp1ZF6(Gly)7 than for Sp1ZF6(Gly)10 and depended on 

the linker length. Structural changes of DNA are very 

important in the transcription process, and artificial ZF 

proteins created by this redesigning method that can 

bend DNA may be useful in regulating transcription in 

cells. 

Next, we investigated the use of arginine, which is 

positively charged and has a highly sterically-hindered 

side chain, as a linker (Fig. 3).11) The six-ZF protein 

Sp1ZF6(Arg)8 was prepared by linking Sp1ZF3 with 

eight consecutive arginine-containing sequences 

(GRRRRRRRRQ) as a linker, and its DNA-binding 

properties were compared with those of Sp1ZF6(Gly)10, 

which has the same number of amino acid residues and a 

flexible linker. Table 1 shows the DNA-binding affinity 

results. Sp1ZF6(Gly)10 exhibited the same affinity for 

both target sequences, whereas Sp1ZF6(Arg)8 showed 

the same affinity as Sp1ZF6(Gly)10 for the discontinuous 

target sequence 2GC(10) but a more than 20-fold 

decrease in affinity for the continuous target sequence 

2GC(0). However, a 20-fold decrease in affinity was 

observed for the consecutive target sequence 2GC(0). 

Possible reasons for reduced binding of Sp1ZF6(Arg)8 

to 2GC(0) include electrostatic and physical repulsion 

within the linker and inhibition of binding to the GC box 

sequence due to nonspecific binding of the arginine 

linker to DNA. Our results suggest that the degree of 

DNA binding selectivity and affinity can be controlled 

by appropriately redesigning the structure of the linker 

moiety. 

Fig. 2. A schematic of engineered multiplex ZF 

proteins based on Sp1 ZFs, Sp1ZF6 and Sp1ZF9, with 

two and three Sp1 ZFs, respectively, connected by a 

consensus linker. 

DNA recognition by Cys2His2-type ZFs exhibits 

the following characteristics: (1) one finger unit 

recognizes three to four bases (triplet or quadruplet); (2) 

multiple fingers are typically connected in series via a 

linker to form a tandem sequence and selectively bind to 

contiguous DNA sequences; (3) DNA binding with a ZF 

monomer fashion is possible; (4) asymmetric sequences 

are recognized. 3) ,4) The unique structure and 

DNA-binding recognition ability of ZF proteins are 

useful for designing artificial ZF proteins with novel 

functions and are considered an extremely attractive 

framework for artificial protein design.4) Our research 

has focused on designing functional artificial proteins 

using ZF motifs. Here, we describe our and other 

previous studies on artificial ZFs and the prospects for 

future research. 

 

2.Modification of DNA Recognition Ability 

of ZFs by Domain Exchange 

 

The binding of ZFs to DNA is generally achieved 

through the interaction of the α-helix region with the 

major groove of DNA. In the Cys2His2-type ZF, the 

amino acid residues 1, 2, 3, and 6 at the N-terminus on 

the α-helix interact with DNA bases to selectively 

recognize specific DNA sequences.5) Mutation of amino 

acid residues directly involved in sequence-selective 

DNA binding is an effective approach to modify the 

DNA recognition mode of wild-type ZF. One of the 

most effective methods is the phage display method, in 

which a ZF library is constructed by randomizing amino 

acid residues involved in DNA recognition, after which 

ZF proteins that can bind to the target DNA sequence 

are selected.6) Barbas et al. successfully constructed a 

ZF domain library using a phage display that can 

accommodate approximately 75% of the 64 sequences 

that combine all triplet sequences, enabling 

customization of the artificial ZF proteins that can 

accommodate the recognition of most DNA sequences.7) 

The Sp1 ZF binds to the GC sequence; however, 

in the case of the CF2-II ZF, it binds selectively to the 

AT sequence. First, circular dichroism spectra were 

measured to investigate the secondary structure of 

Sp1HM, which showed a negative Cotton effect around 

λ= 206 and 222 nm and almost the identical spectra as 

wild-type Sp1, indicating that the ββα structure is 

retained in Sp1HM as in the wild-type. Next, the 

DNA-binding behavior was examined using a gel shift 

assay. The results showed that Sp1HM bound to DNA 

containing AT sequences at Kd = 1.3 nM but did not bind 

to DNA containing GC sequences, which are the binding 

sequences of wild-type Sp1. These results indicate that 

the redesigned Sp1HM binds to AT sequences with high 

affinity and selectivity, with successful modification 

achieved by domain exchange. 

Next, we investigated the effect of exchanging the 

β-hairpin sites of two different types of ZF proteins on 

the DNA-binding ability. As described above, the 

α-helix portion is involved in DNA recognition of ZF 

proteins by directly binding to the major groove of DNA. 

Therefore, it is thought that the β-hairpin portion is only 

involved in tertiary structure formation and is not 

directly involved in DNA binding. Therefore, 

modification of the β-hairpin portion when redesigning 

ZFs has not been widely examined. Thus, we focused on 

the β-hairpin portion of the Sp1 ZF and GLI ZF and 

created mutants in which the β-hairpin portion was 

replaced to investigate the role of the β-hairpin portion 

in ZF DNA binding.8) Interestingly, binding to the GC 

box was stronger in Sp1(zf23)BG, a mutant of Sp1 with 

the β-hairpin portion of GLI, than in the ZF of wild-type 

Sp1. In contrast, the GLI mutant GLI(zf45)BS, which 

contained the β-hairpin portion of Sp1, completely lost 

its binding affinity to DNA. Therefore, the β-hairpin 

portion of the ZF may play a major role in DNA binding, 

and it is possible to change the DNA affinity and 

sequence selectivity of ZF proteins by rational redesign 

using domain exchange to design functional artificial ZF 

proteins. 
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Next, we prepared an artificial nuclease molecule 

Sp1(P1G)GLI by attaching a functional linker, the 

cerium-binding peptide sequence P1 

(DKDGDGYISAAE), to two different ZFs, Sp1(zf23) 

and GLI(zf45) (Figs. 3 and 4).12) Most artificial 

restriction enzymes are prepared by combining a 

DNA-binding site with a cleavage site in parallel; this 

exonuclease type cleaves outside the DNA-binding site. 

In contrast, Sp1(P1G)GLI introduces a cleavage site 

peptide sequence between the two DNA-binding sites, 

the ZFs, so that it can cleave inside the target DNA 

sequence, resulting in an endonuclease type. 

DNA cleavage experiments using Sp1(P1G)GLI 

with the addition of tetravalent cerium ions revealed that 

it selectively cleaved the DNA region between the 

DNA-binding sites of the two fingers. Thus, by 

designing the linker part, the DNA-binding properties of 

ZF proteins can be changed, and artificial ZF proteins 

with new functions can be created. Redesign of the 

linker part is an important target for artificial gene 

regulation  

 

4.Functionalization of ZF Proteins by 

Redesign of Metal Coordination Sites 

 

 ZF proteins have a DNA-binding function but 

cannot catalyze biological reactions as observed for 

enzymes. However, as described above, ZF proteins 

provide a framework for redesigning functional 

metallopeptides because they have two precise 

molecular recognition capabilities: metal binding and 

DNA binding. Particularly, we are interested in 

redesigning the zinc ion coordination site to provide ZF 

proteins with new functions, such as catalysis. Andreini 

et al. categorized approximately 3000 ZF proteins 

encoded in the human genome according to their 

functions and zinc ion binding sequences.13) The 

analysis revealed that approximately one-third of human 

ZF proteins are involved in transcription factors, and 

most ZF proteins are in this category. Focusing on the 

amino acid pattern of the zinc ion binding site, the most 

common coordination site pattern was the Cys4 type, 

followed by the Cys2His2 type, accounting for 

approximately 70% of the total (Fig. 5). Unexpectedly, 

the CysHis3 and His4 type sequences were absent from 

human zinc proteins. 

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of artificial six-ZFs 

with various linker structures. 

Fig. 5. Ligand-type distribution of metal-binding 

patterns detected in presumptive human zinc proteins; 

only four ligand patterns are shown, which 

cumulatively group approximately 83% of the 

proteins. 

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of endonuclease-type 

artificial six-ZF protein with DNA cleavage domain 

(P1) at the linker site. 
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Considering that this sequence does not exist in 

nature, we predicted that the sequence could be applied 

for redesigning ZF protein zinc coordination sites. The 

two Cys residues involved in Zn(II) coordination of 

wild-type Sp1ZF were mutated to His to create 

His4-type artificial ZF protein. (Fig. 6). 14) Circular 

dichroism and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopic 

analyses showed that each mutant bound to Zn(II) at the 

same energy as the wild-type, forming a typical ββα 

structure. Next, we prepared H4Sp1, which consists of 

three His4-type ZF domains, and examined its 

DNA-binding behavior using a gel shift assay and 

DNase I footprinting. We found that H4Sp1 selectively 

bound to the GC box, which is the DNA-binding site of 

wild-type Sp1.  

In addition, the hydrolysis reaction of ester 

compounds was investigated as a possible catalytic 

function of the non-natural CysHis3 and His4-type ZF 

mutants.15), 16) 4-Nitrophenyl acetate was used as a 

substrate for the hydrolysis reaction. The results showed 

that ZFs with naturally occurring zinc coordination sites 

did not promote ester hydrolysis, whereas both unnatural 

CysHis3- and His4-type ZFs promoted ester hydrolysis 

(Table. 1). Furthermore, H4Sp1 induced phosphate 

hydrolysis and DNA sequence-specific cleavage 

reactions under mild conditions, which are generally 

considered as difficult (Fig. 6).17), 18) 

Thus, this successful example of a ZF protein with 

a catalytic function may explain why CysHis3- and 

His4-type zinc-binding sequences were eliminated as 

components of human proteins during natural evolution. 

We further prepared CXHH-type ZF peptides (X 

= C, H, D, and E) by replacing cysteine (C) in the 

CCHH-type coordination site with other amino acid 

residues coordinating zinc, histidine (H), aspartic acid 

(D), and glutamic acid (E) and studied the effect of 

ligand substitution on both Zn(II)-binding and 

DNA-binding properties.19) The results showed that it is 

possible to redesign artificial ZF proteins with various 

DNA-binding affinities that respond to various 

concentrations of Zn(II) by substituting 

Zn(II)-coordinating ligands. 

In summary, the redesign of the metal 

coordination of ZF proteins may enable the creation of 

artificial enzymes with new functions and the 

development of artificial transcriptional control systems. 

 

 

5.Genome Editing Technology Using 

Artificial ZF Proteins 

 

Finally, we describe artificial ZF protein 

technology for genome editing. Genome editing is a 

technology that uses site-specific nucleases to modify 

target genes as desired. The major site-specific 

nucleases are ZF nucleases (ZFN), transcription 

activator-like effector nucleases (TALEN), and clustered 

Table1. DNA binding affinity of Sp1ZF6(Gly)10 and 

Sp1ZF6(Arg)8 

Fig. 6. Artificial H4-type ZF protein: (A) Sequence 

of the His4-type ZF domain designed from the second 

finger of Sp1, (B) Artificial ZF protein H4Sp1 with 

all three finger domains of Sp1 converted to 

His4-type ligand pattern. 

Next, we prepared an artificial nuclease molecule 

Sp1(P1G)GLI by attaching a functional linker, the 

cerium-binding peptide sequence P1 

(DKDGDGYISAAE), to two different ZFs, Sp1(zf23) 

and GLI(zf45) (Figs. 3 and 4).12) Most artificial 

restriction enzymes are prepared by combining a 

DNA-binding site with a cleavage site in parallel; this 

exonuclease type cleaves outside the DNA-binding site. 

In contrast, Sp1(P1G)GLI introduces a cleavage site 

peptide sequence between the two DNA-binding sites, 

the ZFs, so that it can cleave inside the target DNA 

sequence, resulting in an endonuclease type. 

DNA cleavage experiments using Sp1(P1G)GLI 

with the addition of tetravalent cerium ions revealed that 

it selectively cleaved the DNA region between the 

DNA-binding sites of the two fingers. Thus, by 

designing the linker part, the DNA-binding properties of 

ZF proteins can be changed, and artificial ZF proteins 

with new functions can be created. Redesign of the 

linker part is an important target for artificial gene 

regulation  

 

4.Functionalization of ZF Proteins by 

Redesign of Metal Coordination Sites 

 

 ZF proteins have a DNA-binding function but 

cannot catalyze biological reactions as observed for 

enzymes. However, as described above, ZF proteins 

provide a framework for redesigning functional 

metallopeptides because they have two precise 

molecular recognition capabilities: metal binding and 

DNA binding. Particularly, we are interested in 

redesigning the zinc ion coordination site to provide ZF 

proteins with new functions, such as catalysis. Andreini 

et al. categorized approximately 3000 ZF proteins 

encoded in the human genome according to their 

functions and zinc ion binding sequences.13) The 

analysis revealed that approximately one-third of human 

ZF proteins are involved in transcription factors, and 

most ZF proteins are in this category. Focusing on the 

amino acid pattern of the zinc ion binding site, the most 

common coordination site pattern was the Cys4 type, 

followed by the Cys2His2 type, accounting for 

approximately 70% of the total (Fig. 5). Unexpectedly, 

the CysHis3 and His4 type sequences were absent from 

human zinc proteins. 

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of artificial six-ZFs 

with various linker structures. 

Fig. 5. Ligand-type distribution of metal-binding 

patterns detected in presumptive human zinc proteins; 

only four ligand patterns are shown, which 

cumulatively group approximately 83% of the 

proteins. 

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of endonuclease-type 

artificial six-ZF protein with DNA cleavage domain 

(P1) at the linker site. 
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regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats 

(CRISPR)/Cas9. These technologies have a much wider 

range of applications compared to conventional genetic 

engineering and gene therapy and are being studied 

intensively.20) In this section, we introduce ZFNs, which 

were the focus of the earliest research and development 

for genome editing. 

As mentioned above, the phage display system 

allows the production of finger motifs that specifically 

recognize any three bases; by combining these motifs, it 

may be possible to create artificial ZFs that can bind to 

any base sequence. Some attempts have been made to 

“correct” and normalize mutated chromosomes using 

artificial ZFs for practical use in gene therapy.21) 

Sangamo Bioscience attempted to create an 

artificial chimeric protein, ZFN, by fusing the DNA 

cleavage domain of the restriction enzyme Fok I to a ZF 

protein for genome editing (Fig. 7). They successfully 

altered DNA sequences by inducing homologous 

recombination between chromosomes and 

extrachromosomal DNA at specific sites of DNA 

double-strand breaks on chromosomes by ZFNs. In fact, 

genome editing using a ZF protein designed to target a 

mutation site on the interleukin-2 receptor (IL2R) gene 

that causes X-linked severe combined 

immunodeficiency, an incurable human disease, resulted 

in a high frequency of DNA homologous recombination 

(15–20%) in mutant human cells. As a result, genetically 

repaired human cells were obtained without selection 

conditions, and the mutant gene was successfully 

recombined into the normal sequence.  

Since then, numerous studies have been 

conducted using ZFN-based genome editing,22), 23) and 

this genome editing system is now commercially 

available and highly versatile. Although CRISPR/Cas9 

is currently the mainstream method for genome 

editing,24) ZFNs, which still have high sequence 

selectivity and diverse functions, are expected to be 

applied for gene analysis and editing and as novel gene 

therapy. 

 

6.Outlook 

 

The findings from numerous studies have led to a 

comprehensive understanding of the human genome,  

and the expression of its genes can now be artificially 

controlled. ZF proteins are involved in various functions 

that are fundamental to living organisms, such as 

transcription, development, and differentiation. They are 

important for further developing artificial ZFs created 

through redesign in various research areas, such as 

protein engineering and gene therapy. In addition, 

research on new functions, such as the interaction of ZF 

proteins with other biomolecules, is actively being 

conducted. Combining these studies with artificial 

protein design research may make it possible to 

construct more complex artificial biological systems and 

control more advanced biological functions. 

Fig. 7. ZFN is an artificial restriction enzyme 

consisting of ZF, the DNA recognition and binding 

domain, and Fok I, the DNA cleavage domain, which 

act in pairs, with Fok I forming a homodimer to 

induce double-stranded DNA breaks (DSB), followed 

by gene editing by homologous recombination using 

oligo DNA as the template Fok I. 
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